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THE HEART OF THE MYSTERYThey are called Others, Visitors, Grays, Friends, or Strangers. No

one knows who or what they are. But due to intense investigations of the past few years, resulting

from the publication of the controversial bestseller Communion, their reality is no longer a

question.THEY ARE AMONG US.These letters, often awkward, sometimes incredulous, and always

searingly honest, document the fact that hundreds of thousands have experienced the Communion

phenomena: childhood visitations, the "nine knocks," mysterious scars and implants, abductions,

sexual encounters, and "black sedans."It's all here. Unvarnished and irrefutable. Assembled for the

first time, these letters lead us to the heart of the greatest mystery of our age. For it is in these

authentic personal encounters of ordinary men and women that we come closest to the truth about

who They are and what They want with us. In the dramatic words of Whitley Strieber, these letters

report--a courtship.
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This book was a chance find and a real treat to read. It shows that many or even most of the



interaction with the 'Visitors' are not bad. That many of the abductees are not frightened people

taken against their will but people who have come to know them as familiar life long friends. That

they may not understand what is going on or why. But that their minds are expanded and that they

have somehow been advanced in some way. I am a 62 yr old woman and I have had encounters all

of my life with them. I think the fear thing is just getting acquainted with the reality of them and who

they are and what they do. Over the years I have collected all the ET Abduction Books I could find

on the subject. I had everything in print. One fine day I found that all of them were taken, removed

and never returned. Communion was one of them. Recently I purchased a Kindle and it is

something I always have near my side to flip and read a few pages whenever I want without

fumbling thru pages, which seems archaic to me now. Well my Kindle, my prize possession also

went missing. I was happy to find the $69 Fire and when I received that I was able to download all of

my purchases. I told them 'Don't steal this one.' Its been more then a month that the first Kindle is

gone. So now they have a Kindle for themselves on their ship. They really are like little kids. They

wanted one I guess. No doubt you can tell they are daily part of my life. I am very nocturnal and I go

out at night and wave to them as they fly over my house. And often at 3am or so I can hear the ship

docking on the top of the house over my bedroom and they would come into the room to see me

where I lay face up and do energy things with the ship. I watch videos on a screen in front of my

face most nights where they say.
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